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The vast majority of Polish Jews who survived the Holocaust owed their

survival to their flight or deportation to the Soviet Union. Yet, their story

figured little in early postwar commemoration in the Displaced Persons

camps of Germany and in survivor communities in Poland and elsewhere.

Using new source material to provide an internal perspective on these

communities, the authors argue that the downplaying of the Soviet

experience in public memory was politically and ideologically motivated

and was determined by the larger context of postwar politics.

Introduction

In the opening sequence of Saved by Deportation, a recent documentary film on

Polish Jews who survived the Second World War by escaping to the Soviet Union,

interviewee Asher Sharf recalls: “In Russia, I thought, ‘I’m going to write a book of

every day that I was in Russia.’ But when I came back to Poland, I saw what hap-

pened and I thought that [in the Soviet Union] I was in heaven.” Sharf never

chronicled his experiences in book form, but filmmakers Sławomir Grünberg and

Robert Podgursky recorded his return journey, together with his wife Shyfra, to

the places deep in the Soviet Union where they had lived during the war.1

The families of Shyfra and Asher were among the 350,000 to 400,000 Polish

Jews—including those who had fled in advance of the Germans—who found them-

selves on the territory of eastern Poland shortly after the invasion began.2 After the

Soviet and German partition of Poland, the Jewish population of the Soviet portion

became Soviet citizens, though some were arrested and thousands were deported

to remote internal frontiers as “class aliens.” Of those who fled the German

portion of Poland between 1939 and 1941, a considerable number (possibly as

many as 100,0003) were deported as class aliens, and a large number were evacu-

ated or successfully fled the German invasion. We may never know the actual

figures, but we can say that many thousands died as exiles or evacuees, and many

thousands more who failed to evacuate in time were murdered by the Germans
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and their allies. The deportees’ status changed when, one month after Nazi

Germany’s June 22, 1941 declaration of war on the Soviet Union, the Soviet gov-

ernment renewed diplomatic relations with the Polish government, now a

government-in-exile in London. Imprisoned Polish citizens soon were released on

the basis of a bi-lateral agreement.4 As citizens of an allied state, Polish exiles now

were able to make their way south to Soviet Central Asia in search of better cir-

cumstances. Whether in urban centers such as Samarkand or in kolkhozy (collec-

tive farms), they faced poverty, hunger, and epidemics. Yet, families remained

intact and young people had access to education. Shyfra lived with her siblings,

parents, and grandparents in Samarkand, while Asher worked as a truck driver in

Tajik Leninabad (Khujand). Their 1945 wedding in Uzbekistan, attended by family

members, friends, and guests from among the local population, was almost as

festive as the Polish Jewish weddings they had known in prewar Poland.

Like many other exiles, the Sharfs learned about the mass murder of Polish

Jews only after they returned to Poland. Naturally, the couple’s new understanding of

the extent of the destruction led them to re-evaluate their own experiences. Despite

its hardships, exile in the Soviet Union now appeared to them to have been gan eydn

(paradise). “As soon as we came to Poland,” Shyfra Sharf remarks in the film, “we

knew that we were the lucky ones by being in Russia, because we survived.”

Only about 350,000 of the prewar Polish Jewish population of 3.3 million sur-

vived the Second World War. Thirty to fifty thousand of these were liberated in

the territory of the prewar Polish state, and an additional seventy to eighty thou-

sand were freed from camps in Germany and Austria. Some 230,000 or more

Polish Jews survived in the Soviet Union, and of these an estimated 180,000 opted

for repatriation immediately after the war’s end—possibly some 200,000 by late

1946.5 Thus, the majority of the remnant of Polish Jewry survived the Holocaust

only because they had been able to escape eastward—a fact that is often given

insufficient weight in contemporary research. In his latest monograph, historian

Dan Diner notes the irony in the fact that in popular (Jewish) memory, British

Mandate Palestine has come to be seen as the ultimate haven for Jewish survival;

in fact, higher numbers of Jews survived the war in the Soviet Union.6

In this article, we investigate the ways in which the Jewish experience of exile

in the Soviet Union was remembered and described in survivor communities

during the early postwar years. By exploring survivors’ recollections of Soviet exile,

we provide a novel perspective on survival, postwar reconstruction, and the genesis

of Holocaust memory. In doing so we seek to raise questions, open up new discus-

sions, and encourage further research on the variety of ways in which Polish Jews

who survived the Second World War in the Soviet Union remembered—or chose

to forget—this past.7

Survivor communities in three different periods and geographical settings

serve as a prism for analysis. To explore survivors’ collective memories, we draw on
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a wide array of primary source material, including newspapers, memoirs, testimo-

nies, and personal papers. We focus first on liberated Poland during the period

1944–1946, when most of the exiles returned. This early period is characterized by

the survivors’ immediate confrontation with loss and destruction, as well as by pol-

itical turmoil in reconstituted Poland. Second, we explore Displaced Persons (DP)

camps in Allied-occupied Germany, which served as a temporary haven for the

many Jews who had concluded that there was no future for them in Poland. This

period proved transitional; most Jewish DPs had left Germany by the end of the

1940s. Nevertheless, it was formative both in terms of making the public aware of

the extent of the catastrophe and in terms of establishing an almost canonical

understanding of the range of Holocaust experiences. This “canon,” if one may call

it that, formed the basis for commemorating the recent past. Third, we trace the

evolution of memory of the Soviet experience into the 1980s, focusing on the trans-

national Polish Jewish diaspora into which the former Jewish DPs integrated

themselves.

Politically Aligned Memories: Jewish Repatriates

in Postwar Poland

To the remnant of Polish Jewry, Poland in the early postwar period appeared

unstable, often hostile, and sometimes unsafe. The German occupation had devas-

tated the country and resulted in the deaths of twenty percent of its civilian popu-

lation, including three million Jews. Poland’s transformation into a Soviet-sponsored

Communist state following the liberation from German rule had led to political

turmoil and a state of civil war. Political conflict engulfed Polish society. Polish

Communists were able to seize power because they enjoyed protection from

Moscow, reinforced by the Soviet troops liberating the country. The Communists

constituted a small minority, however, and they did not have the support of broad

segments of the Polish population. Arrayed against them stood anti-Communist

resistance groups and a wide range of political parties loyal to the Polish

government-in-exile. To further complicate the situation, Jewish communal organiz-

ations received material support from the new Communist government, which

sought in this way to mobilize this small segment for service in its administration.8

Some opponents of the government held Jews collectively responsible for the

Communist system’s transgressions. This sentiment was captured in the prewar

concept of Żydokomuna (Judeo-Bolshevism), which gained new currency after the

liberation.9 The combination of this political trope with traditional and economically

motivated antisemitism among the Polish population resulted in instances of

anti-Jewish violence, and reached a dramatic climax with the Kielce pogrom of July

1946.10

Initially, however, the new government’s support for the rebuilding of Jewish

life gave reason for optimism that there was a future for the Jewish minority in
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Poland and that the community could be reconstructed. In November 1944, with

the assistance of the pro-Soviet authorities, Polish Jewish survivors who had had

various experiences—camp survivors, Jews who had emerged from hiding places,

former partisans, and those who had been drafted into the Anders Army or the

Red Army—organized a Central Committee of Polish Jews (Centralny Komitet

Żydów Polskich—CKŻP). The committee served as an official representative to the

government, oversaw social welfare and education, and established an independent

rabbinate.11 Similarly, in the formerly German territories that Poland had acquired

after its borders were moved westward, the government’s support in rebuilding

Jewish communities was understood as a welcome form of tutelage. These newly

established communities in Lower Silesia and Pomerania absorbed the majority of

the 180,000 repatriated Polish Jews who arrived from the Soviet Union between

February and September 1946.12

The Jewish population in Poland grew immediately after the war’s end due to

the return of both camp survivors and exiles repatriated from the East. But after

reaching a peak in the summer of 1946 it decreased dramatically. The encounter

with the almost total destruction of Polish Jewish life and the ongoing antisemitic

threat, combined with economic hardships and housing and food shortages, motiv-

ated the repatriated exiles and survivors of Nazi occupation to migrate westward.13

With help from the Brichah, a clandestine Zionist movement channeling illegal

immigration to Palestine, tens of thousands of Jews left Poland. The majority of

those who returned from the Soviet Union stayed in Poland only a few weeks or

months before moving on.14 As a result, during the years 1944 through 1946 the

Jewish population in Poland was in constant flux. An estimated 260,000 to 280,000

Jews passed through during this period.15

Despite the demographic instability of Polish Jewish communities, a rich cul-

tural life began to develop under the auspices of the CKŻP as early as fall 1944.

The documentation and commemoration of the recent past figured prominently in

these activities. Notably, the Central Jewish Historical Commission, founded in

Lublin in December 1944 and headed by the historian Philip Friedman, collected

large numbers of survivor testimonies and Nazi documents to provide an accurate

account of the destruction of Polish Jews. By the end of 1947, the commission had

collected nearly three thousand testimonies and published thirty-nine books. A

variety of Polish and Yiddish newspapers—most prominently Dos naye lebn—dealt

with aspects of the Nazi genocide. Yizker (memorial) books published by survivors

in Poland and elsewhere focused on the history and destruction of specific villages,

towns, and regions.16

An examination of the ways in which repatriated Polish Jews participated in

these reflections reveals that the experience of wartime survival in the Soviet

Union is presented in a distinctly political light. Strikingly, those who had experi-

enced the worst of the Soviet regime—forced labor, hunger, and disease, severe
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material deprivation, and antisemitic violence—did not commit their stories to

paper. Several factors may have contributed to their reticence. In their deep shock

over the total annihilation of their families and communities, the returnees may

have felt that their suffering was relatively minor, and therefore unworthy of com-

memoration. In many cases, refugees simply did not have time between repatria-

tion and subsequent flight to the West to record—let alone publish—their

experiences. This was especially true of those who arrived in Poland in the atmos-

phere of panic that followed the Kielce pogrom of July 4, 1946. Yet, perhaps most

influential in this tendency was the growing political pressure that accompanied

Poland’s alignment with the Soviet Union. By the spring of 1947, Poland had been

transformed into a one-party Communist regime; for Jews as for others, shedding

negative light on the Soviet Union by spelling out the hardships that they had

endured there would have been politically inopportune or even dangerous.

It is not surprising, then, that in the Yiddish-language press in the new

Poland the discussion of survival in the Soviet Union was dominated by those

whose experiences had been positive. Spared from forced labor, and in many cases

affiliated with Soviet state or Party institutions, these returnees had reason to

praise the Soviet regime as their savior. Thus, when discussing the fact that some

230,000 Polish Jews had survived the war in the Soviet Union, Dos naye lebn, the

official organ of the Central Committee in Łódź, adopted a tone of gratitude.

Contributors tended to exaggerate the benefits of agricultural work and the edu-

cational and cultural opportunities that some of the exiles had enjoyed. They

asserted that, for the exiles, eagerness to return to Poland was rooted in a deep

sense of duty towards those who had perished and in a commitment to contribute

to the rebuilding of Jewish life on Polish soil.17 In a 1947 article on the support

Polish Jewish students enjoyed in Soviet universities, Yitskhok Varshavski praised

the “hospitable Soviet soil,” which had received the “refugees from Poland, the

victims of fascism” with great understanding and “fatherly guidance.” He went on

to say that not only had Polish Jews enjoyed full civil rights, but that their quest for

access to higher education, which had been limited in interwar Poland, had been

fulfilled.18

Other voices emphasized Polish Jews’ contributions to the fight against

fascism as soldiers serving in the ranks of the Red Army. As one journalist

remarked in May 1947, “in all European countries where a Jewish heart was

beating, eyes were directed to the East, whence the entire Jewish people expected

salvation and the end of Nazism.” Jews were eager, the author argued, to join the

ranks of the Soviet army in return for their physical rescue.19

The Polish Jewish historian Ber Mark, an affiliate of the Jewish Anti-Fascist

Committee in Moscow, emphasized the similarities between Polish Jews’ service in

the Red Army and Jewish resistance in the ghettos. Jewish Red Army soldiers

“gave their young lives for the same cause as did Mordechai Anielewicz . . . . It is
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difficult to measure self-sacrifice and heroism. The circumstances are different; the

former reaches sanctification, the latter only bravery.” Thousands of devoted young

men and women “endured the entire glorious path from Stalingrad to Berlin—

Jews rewarded with the highest state decorations, Jews whose names are forever

tied to battles and victories in East Prussia and at the Vistula, in the very territory

of the enemy in Germany and at the Baltic Sea.”20

An ideologically aligned narrative of the recent tragedy had to encompass the

youngest generation as well. A Yiddish textbook for elementary schools published

in 1947 by the education department of the CKŻP contains a short story about a

boy named Arele and his return from Bukhara. Arele was still a toddler when his

parents escaped with him to the Soviet Union. Although his mother died in

Central Asia when he was very young, he treasures warm childhood memories:

“There was so much light, such a big sun, and there was ‘uruk’ . . . and ‘kishmish’

and ‘dinies’[exotic prune-shaped fruit; raisins; pineapples], and when you rode an

‘ishak’ [donkey], you spurred him: ‘khik, khik, khik’! . . . There was also little Yusuf

who had a brother named Sharifka.” He adds: “I love Bukhara and I will always

love it.”21 There is no mention of hardship, no explanation of his mother’s death.

His friendship with local children and the abundance of nature are at the core of

Arele’s recollections.

Jewish deportees wait at a train station in Kazakhstan in 1946 for their return to Poland. USHMM,
courtesy of Aaron Yermis.
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When Arele travels back to Poland together with his father, the train is

greeted by friendly Poles who sell, among other things, fresh fish. The boy is fasci-

nated by the streetcars in Warsaw, which are so unlike the donkeys and camels in

Bukhara. Yet, he is sobered when he begins to learn more about the recent past.

Of Arele’s family, only his father’s brother survived and, when the three of them

visit the remains of the Warsaw ghetto, the little boy becomes very sad. Only

rubble remained of his parents’ home on Zamenhof Street, which he had known

so well through their stories. Looking at the ruins, Arele tells his father he wants to

become an engineer so that he can help rebuild houses. The story’s author insinu-

ates, without subtlety, that Polish Jewry should be part of the new Polish society

and should help to rebuild Jewish life. The last part of the story describes Arele’s

first day at the Yiddish elementary school in Warsaw. The teacher, a friendly,

motherly woman, asks every child to say a little about himself. After his visit to the

location of the former ghetto, Arele is unable to tell her about Bukhara. Yet he

does confide his wish to study hard and to become an engineer.22 Here again, the

hardships Jews experienced in the Soviet Union are downplayed.

Although the majority of Jewish writers who saw their works published had

survived the war years in the Soviet Union, it is noteworthy that the encounter

with destruction in Poland was most prevalent in the prose and poetry of the

immediate postwar years.23 As Magdalena Ruta’s recent study has shown, the topic

of the Holocaust dominated in the pages of the monthly publication Yidishe shriftn

(Jewish Writings), as well as in the two-volume Yiddish-language anthology pub-

lished under the same title by the re-established Association of Yiddish Writers

and Journalists in Poland. Early postwar Jewish writing published in Poland was a

literature mainly of mourning and commemoration, fulfilling an almost liturgical

function.24

Ideology and the exigencies of Socialist Realism seem to have permeated

prose more easily than poetry. In poetry, as in prose, writers emphasized the

physical beauty of the USSR. Yitskhok Perlov, for example, described the Amu

Darya and Syr Darya rivers in Central Asia, which to him were as beautiful as the

“silver bracelets on the Uzbeks’ arms” and shimmered “like necklaces made of

coins on the neck of the Turkmens/like the rings of the Kazakhs, like the Tadjiks’

earrings . . . .”25 As a privileged refugee affiliated with the Jewish Anti-Fascist

Committee in Moscow, he was grateful for what in his eyes was a fraternal sharing

of hardship and resources. Nonetheless, many of his poems focus on notions of

homelessness, loneliness, and fear—themes that are prevalent in poetry dealing

with the exile in the Soviet Union, for example in the works of Reyzl Zhikhlinski,

Khayim Leyb Fuks, and Rokhl Korn.26

Prose from the period about the sojourn in the Soviet Union tends to high-

light the positive effects of the Soviet surroundings on the exiles.27 One of the

leading ideologues of Socialist Realism was journalist Dovid Sfard, a former
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secretary of the pro-Soviet Linke shrayber-grupe (Left Writers’ Group) in Warsaw.

While in Moscow during the war, he joined the Union of Polish Patriots—a body

whose former members came to control the pro-Soviet government in postwar

Poland. Sfard was among those who emphasized the uplifting aspects of the

encounter with the Soviet environment. In an article on the repatriation of Polish

Jewish intellectuals he reflected upon the mission of carrying the torch of Soviet

culture back to Poland:

Only a small remnant of Yiddish writers from Poland [survived]. This is virtually all

that has remained of Polish Yiddish literature. But the Soviet country did not merely

save our bodies but also our souls, our belief in humanity, in our own future, in the

possibility of living and writing anew . . . . Our group of writers returned to the ruins

of the former Polish homeland from the hospitable Soviet Union, not only freshly fos-

tered, but especially intellectually edified and enriched in their creativity and ready to

serve our people immediately.28

Yet, the type of ideological writing that Sfard envisioned became predominant in

Yiddish publishing in Poland only in 1949.29 By that time most writers had fled

westward, along with the majority of Polish Jews.30

Memories in Transition: Polish Jewish Exiles in the DP Camps of

Occupied Germany

The exodus from Poland led to a dramatic growth in the Jewish DP population in

the western zones of occupied Germany, from over 50,000 in December 1945 to

an estimated 200,000 in spring 1947.31 There are no precise figures on the percen-

tage who had survived in Soviet exile, but according to various estimates repa-

triated Jews made up two-thirds of the entire Jewish DP population and 85

percent of the Polish Jews among the DPs.32 It would seem, then, that among the

Jewish DPs the memory of Soviet exile should have been at least as prominent as

that of other wartime experiences. Given that they no longer had to fear state

repression, we might expect them to have spoken more freely and critically about

their experiences. Yet, there is little evidence that the growing distance in geogra-

phy and time in fact encouraged them to reflect anew on their Soviet past.

Some voices among the Jewish DPs noted the relative lack of attention to the

Soviet experience in the public memory of the She’erit hapletah(“surviving

remnant”)33 in Germany. In 1947, journalist Mordkhe Libhaber opined that the

survivors in the DP camps had not adequately addressed Soviet exile. He saw this

as a paradox, since he was aware that Polish Jews who had survived in the Soviet

Union constituted the majority of the displaced Jews in Germany. Libhaber,

himself a survivor of the Stalinist gan eydn, viewed the omission of this central

aspect of the recent past as an alarming development. In his words, “losing the

past means neglecting the future. Neglecting the past means losing the future.”34

In an effort to reverse the trend, Libhaber launched an appeal to the readers of
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Ibergang (Transition), the organ of the Association of Polish Jews in Germany.

“The issue of this period is multifaceted and therefore a delicate one,” Libhaber

cautioned. He went on to explain:

Hundreds and thousands of Jews returned from the Soviet Union, saved from certain

death under Hitler. A feeling of strong gratitude towards the Soviet government,

mixed with accusations against it, is part of the problem. Many experienced a histori-

cal irony. They were led to destruction through hard labor in the camps where they

were saved from death. Many found a hospitable asylum in the Soviet Union when

they escaped hell. We understand the feelings of both gratitude and accusation, but

neither should prevent the important and objective memorialization of the experi-

ences in Russia in the years 1939 to 1945.35

Libhaber rightly pointed out that the number of DP writers who addressed the

Soviet experience was not in proportion to the number of DPs who had survived

there. However, those who did address Soviet wartime experiences did so from a

variety of perspectives, underlining the ambiguity of salvation and suffering under

the Soviets.

As in Poland, some DP Jewish writers with Communist leanings praised the

Soviets as heroes. Yitskhok Perlov, who had written about his Soviet experiences

while still in Poland, maintained his positive view as a DP in Germany. In a poem

composed in Berlin in 1946, Perlov lauded the Soviet Union for its role as savior

and liberator. He eulogized the Soviet Union as similar to a Noah’s ark, saving the

children of Abraham from the deluge of Nazism.36 He venerated the Soviets as lib-

erators not only of Europe, but most particularly of the Jews. In a poem published

in his 1947 collection Undzer like-khame (Our Solar Eclipse), Perlov retained the

laudatory tone he had used while in Poland: “Yes, Moscow is the epitome of

liberty/London, Warsaw, Tel Aviv because of you are free . . . . /I bless your soil

today, your seed today is blessed/Those who detest you, Russia, their name shall

I detest.”37 The majority of the poems in this collection were written during

Perlov’s years of exile in Soviet Central Asia between 1941 and 1945. It is telling

that he decided to have them published along with poems he wrote after he left

postwar Poland.38

Yet, other writers avoided ideological shading in their descriptions of life in

Soviet exile. Writer Mendel Mann—a veteran of the Red Army—refrained entirely

from using political rhetoric in his series of poems “Af rusisher erd” (On Russian

Soil), which appeared as part of his 1947 book Yerushe (Heritage). Mann offers his

most intimate recollections of life in exile, including the joyful birth of his son in

February 1942.39 Some writers in the DP camps provided a more nuanced picture

by addressing the hardship, suffering, and victimhood that had characterized

Jewish survival in the Soviet Union. For example, Meylekh Tshemni’s

Uzbekistan—first published as a series in Dos vort, the Munich-based organ of the

Po’ale Zion party and published in book format in 1949—spoke to the hardships
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that made the Soviet experience another instance of Jewish martyrdom. As

Tshemni explained in his introduction, the series was based on his personal recol-

lections of the “graves in Uzbekistan where Jewish martyrs rest, displaced by the

Hitler-beast . . . . These martyrs, too, must be commemorated.”40 Tshemni’s col-

league, the poet and former partisan Szmerke Kaczerginski, acknowledged this call

to include the victims of Soviet exile into the martyrology common in the DP

camps. After reading Uzbekistan, Kaczerginski wrote to Tshemni, crediting him for

being the first to render Jewish exile in Soviet Central Asia as a motif of Yiddish

prose fiction: “You are the first who at least tells three-quarters of the truth about

Jews not only being saved in the [Soviet] ‘paradise,’ but also about Jews suffering,

dying, and such. I would very much like you finally to tell the whole truth in your

descriptions . . . . One also has to tell how Jews in the ‘little paradise’ were in

hell.”41

Survivors recorded their memories not just in literary works, but also in testi-

monies. The Central Historical Commission in Munich, the primary Jewish DP

institution dedicated to documenting and researching the recent past, collected

more than 2,500 testimonies in the DP camps between late 1945 and early 1949.42

While these testimonies contain a wide variety of narratives of Jewish survival, only

a few dozen address the topic of Soviet exile.

A prominent theme in those testimonies is the Polish Jewish exiles’ service in

the Red Army and their heroic contribution to the liberation of Europe.43 One

such soldier was Eliezer Ushtun, born in 1921 in Lemberg (Lwów), who escaped

to the Soviet Union after the German invasion. Ushtun described working in the

mines in the Donbas and being drafted into the Red Army. He fought at the front

in a unit that liberated three concentration camps—one near Danzig and two in

Mecklenburg; in the Mecklenburg camps Ushtun encountered Jewish survivors.

He returned to Poland after he was demobilized in September 1945, leaving for

Germany with a kibbutz group after only two months.44

Other accounts focus less on battlefield experiences than on suffering and

victimization, including stories of children losing their parents to violence or epi-

demics.45 The testimonies also address the antisemitism the survivors had encoun-

tered in the Soviet Union from the local population and from other refugees—

mostly non-Jewish Poles.46 Some depict the randomness of deportation from the

Soviet-occupied eastern borderlands of Poland into the interior of the Soviet

Union—deportations that despite all appearances turned out to be a salvation.

Simkhe Binshtok, born in Poland in 1936, describes his family’s escape to

Brest-Litovsk and subsequent deportation to Siberia. “They sent us away like

sheep. We had to take several trains until we arrived in a deep forest with foreign

faces, foreign languages, in a wooden barrack,” the boy recalled. The family was

subjected to forced labor and suffered many hardships. Binshtok was separated

from his parents, but later was reunited with them in Tashkent. Their hopes to
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leave for Iran thwarted, the family left for Leninabad, where they spent the rest of

the war period. Returning to Poland in 1945, they learned that, except for one

grandmother who lived in Jerusalem, all of their family members had been mur-

dered.47 Similarly, a testimony by a DP student then in Stuttgart related his

family’s exile in the Caucasus and Central Asia, where they faced hunger, illness,

and separation, and where his father was drafted into the Red Army. The young

man concludes his testimony laconically: “That’s how distress and hunger were

inflicted upon us for three years between 1942 and 1945. Then we all left healthy

for Poland, but there the tragedy had happened and of our dear ones no-one was

left. It was Huttler [sic] who made this tragedy.”48

Overall, however, writings about the exile, whether in the form of lyrical or

fictional renditions or of testimonies, appear to have played a relatively minor role

in the otherwise prolific literary creativity of the DPs. The most obvious expla-

nation for this striking omission seems to lie in the composition of political leader-

ship in the camps. Those who emerged as the founders of DP institutions, most

notably the Central Committees of Liberated Jews in the British and American

Zones, shared the experience of having survived under Nazi occupation. These

communal leaders belonged to the earliest cohort of survivors to populate the DP

camps. Early structures of self-governance came into being shortly after the liber-

ation of concentration camps on German soil. In the American Zone, Jews of

Lithuanian origin liberated from Dachau formed a strong Zionist leadership

cadre.49 Similarly, in the British Zone former prisoners of Bergen-Belsen consti-

tuted an elite who would preside over the Jewish population of the entire zone.50

By early 1946, when the first waves of Polish Jews repatriated from the Soviet

Union arrived in Germany, the main Jewish institutions had been formed and

leaders had emerged. Historian Ze’ev Mankowitz asserts that “refugees’” and

“direct survivors’” differing experiences “did not translate into a power struggle

between the two groups.” The repatriated Jews tended to accept the leadership of

those who had arrived before them: “There was a lot they shared in common and,

as a rule, the repatriates who bore their own freight of guilt for those they had left

behind when they fled eastwards accepted the moral leadership of those ‘who had

been there.’”51 “Direct survivors” continued to constitute the majority of the lea-

dership; even in 1948, in the third elected Central Committee of Liberated Jews in

the American Zone, only three of fourteen committee members had survived the

war years in the Soviet Union.52 Until the dissolution of the She’erit hapletah in

Germany, leadership of the Jewish DPs remained principally in the hands of those

who had suffered directly from Nazi persecution.

More complex explanations for the lack of attention to the experience of

Soviet exile go beyond political conditions in the camps and involve processes of

identity formation and commemoration. The most influential factor here was the

“hierarchy of victimhood” that prevailed in survivors’ thinking. The differing
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Holocaust experiences appear to have divided DP society and fostered a hierarchy

of suffering, with concentration camp survival at the top and the Soviet experience

at the bottom. This “competitive suffering” manifested itself in various ways. For

example, the Central Historical Commission deliberately shifted attention away

from the story of Polish Jews in the Soviet Union. Founded in November 1945 by

East European Jews who had survived camps and ghettos or had come out of

hiding, the commission sought to document the catastrophe through eyewitness

testimonies, questionnaires, documents, and artifacts. Neither the detailed ques-

tionnaires asking survivors to relate their experiences of German occupation, nor

the commission’s public appeals to survivors to record their personal experiences

in writing covered Jewish exile in the Soviet Union. The exile did not figure at all

in the commission’s own historical periodical, Fun letstn khurbn (From the Latest

Destruction), edited by journalist and history teacher Israel Kaplan. This period-

ical, designed to encourage Jews to join in the work of collecting and chronicling

the catastrophe, featured eyewitness testimonies, documents, and local and regional

studies on ghettos and camps.53 Kaplan’s personal agenda, it seems, was to create

a canon of “legitimate” Holocaust experiences—a canon that included survival in

ghettos and camps, survival among the non-Jewish population under false identi-

ties, and participation in partisan units. These were the experiences shared by the

commission activists and the wider leadership circles of the She’erit hapletah.

Reports submitted on survival in the Soviet Union did not see publication; Kaplan

apparently did not deem them a valid part of the Holocaust experience.54

Yet another reason for the virtual exclusion of the Soviet experience from

public discourse seems to be that survival in the Soviet Union did not lend itself to

ritualization to the extent that other Holocaust experiences did. In the immediate

aftermath of the war, Jewish DPs were preoccupied with commemorative events

centered on local remembrance days and anniversaries of major ghetto uprisings.

Soviet exile, however, did not offer specific dates or places for commemoration.

The objects of memorialization among the Jewish DPs were loss and destruction,

not survival.55 In the perception of the “survivors,” the story of the “refugees” was

one of survival through hardships that did not seem directly related to the

Holocaust. The Nazis murdered between 2.8 and 2.9 million Polish Jews, whereas

the number of deaths among Jewish exiles in the interior of the USSR appears to

have been in the tens of thousands.56 Hence the “weight” of suffering seemed to

express itself in the numbers of those who had been murdered. Yet, these factors

do not sufficiently explain the marginalization of the suffering of Polish Jews who

had sought refuge or were forcibly exiled under Soviet rule. The relativity of suffer-

ing that seemed to rank camp survival over exile cannot by itself explain the

absence of the Soviet experience in literature and testimonies.

In the DP camps, commemoration took place usually within the context of

landsmanshaftn (hometown societies). Many towns kept local commemorative
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calendars to mark traumatic events such as Aktionen and the liquidation of ghettos.

An invitation published in Ibergang in February 1947 typified these efforts:

“Attention! Jews of Grodno! Regarding the memorial day of the liquidation of the

ghetto Grodno, a memorial observance will be held on Wednesday, March 12, this

year in Augsburg, Halderstrasse 8, in the school building. All people from Grodno

are requested to participate. For non-local guests, lodging will be provided.

[Signed] The Organizing Committee.”57 A similar trend occurred in the publi-

cation of yizker books, a genre of memorial literature that originated in postwar

Poland and the DP camps.58 In grassroots initiatives, networks of former residents

of destroyed towns and villages collected stories, documents, photos, and art

chronicling the prewar history and the destruction of their places of origin. These

books functioned as portable memorials for communities that were now dispersed

throughout the world.59

Survivors naturally tended to focus on commemorating local experiences;

however, the DP leadership had an interest in centralizing and collectivizing the

memory of the recent past. It gave priority, therefore, to events that embodied

resistance and propagated a general narrative at the expense of local variants. Since

Soviet exile had no specific dates or places that memorialized the collective suffer-

ing of Polish Jews in the Soviet Union, the memory of those who had succumbed

to malnutrition and disease in Siberia or Soviet Central Asia was relegated to the

private realm. In most cases, the only “souvenirs” the exiles were able to take with

them from Poland were photographs showing families gathered at the graves of the

deceased.60 The fact that the exiles also mourned family members who had stayed

behind in Poland might have enabled them to participate in the local and centra-

lized commemoration events in the DP camps. Yet, this link would not prove

strong enough to ensure their integration into the collective mourning. By 1947,

most DPs’ interest in public commemorative services had waned. Contemporary

observers attributed this trend to a sense of general fatigue and demoralization

among the survivors.61 Indeed, this shift may have been the result of the survivors’

prolonged stay in the DP camps and their wish to build a future rather than to

encounter the past on a daily basis. A more likely explanation, though, is that the

commemorative community and the object of commemoration did not correspond.

In 1945 almost all Jewish DPs participating in public memorializations were “survi-

vors” commemorating their experiences. Two years later, when “refugees” made up

the majority of the DP population, public commemoration centered on a past that

they did not share.62

Further, the DP leadership sought to establish an overarching narrative of

destruction as a basis for a Jewish national identity.63 Through the press, schools,

vocational training facilities, and theater, they implemented an educational

program instructing the DPs about their moral obligation to commemorate the

past. A necessary first step, they felt, was to create a broad base of historical
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knowledge for those who had no firsthand experience of the ghettos and camps.

Lucy Shildkret, a fieldworker for the American Jewish Joint Distribution

Committee (who as Lucy Dawidowicz would become an acclaimed historian), was

astonished to see survivors portraying their camp experiences in a Yiddish theater

performance in Munich. In a personal letter she recalls a conversation with the

director, Israel Segal, in which she learned that the play’s organizers aimed to

educate those who had not shared this experience:

What I couldn’t understand was putting such a play in Munich. I could understand it

in New York, but here? I talked to Segal about it . . . . Not much more than about one-

sixth of the Jews in the American Zone, and perhaps even less in Munich proper,

were through the German camps. Most of those still alive lived in Russia through the

war or as Aryans outside of ghettos. Therefore, they do not know what the death

camps were like . . . . Because of this, this particular play was put on. A sort of “Lest

we Forget” idea. The theatre itself, a rather famous German building, was packed; at

least 1,000 people, I would estimate; possibly more. Much sniffing and sobbing

throughout.64

Thus, an accepted range of Holocaust experiences emerged through public gather-

ings, theater performances, and newspaper articles. The experience of Soviet exile

was excluded, and the minority expected the majority to adopt a Holocaust experi-

ence that was not theirs.

In addition, the climate of growing Cold War antagonism proved highly sig-

nificant, as biographical ties with the Soviet Union could have a negative impact on

Polish Jewish deportees at the graveside of a family member in Gorkii in 1945. USHMM, courtesy of
Ester Ajzen Lewin.
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the survivors’ prospects to continue their lives in the United States. These concerns

may also explain why the former exiles might have refrained from putting their

experiences into writing. In particular, those survivors who hoped to immigrate to

the United States feared that displaying any sympathies for the Soviet Union might

have a negative impact on their chances of being admitted.65

In this light, it is telling that when filing with the International Refugee

Organization (IRO) for assistance with immigration to North America, the writer

Mendel Mann falsified his biographical data. The leftist Polish Jewish writer had

been drafted into the Red Army and was one of the leading figures in the reestab-

lishment of Jewish cultural and educational activities in Poland.66 Not only had his

late arrival in Germany in 1946 undermined his eligibility for immigration to many

Western countries, but his alleged flirtation with Communism had damaged his

prospects as well. Therefore, when filing in 1948, he inserted biographical infor-

mation into his application describing himself as a Holocaust survivor who had

been in the Warsaw ghetto and was liberated during a death march from the

Flossenbürg concentration camp.67 In the end, he immigrated to Israel.

Similarly, survivor Meylekh Tshemni’s life in the Soviet Union and his lit-

erary reflections on this period negatively affected his plan to rebuild his life in the

United States. After he filed his application in Germany for an American visa, he

was interviewed by an American officer who asked where he had been in the

Soviet Union. He declared that he had cleaned toilets, worked as a groom, and

been hospitalized in Central Asia; yet, his request was denied.68 When he sought

to mobilize the American Jewish Labor Committee on his behalf, the institution’s

representative, Bella Meiskin, told him that he was seen not only as a difficult indi-

vidual, but also as one affiliated with Communism.69 In his memoirs Tshemni

recalls the following exchange:

[Meiskin]: There is only one reason: The United States do not admit

communists.

[Tshemni]: Right. It’s their country. And I thought that Jews returning from

Russia [were] no communists anymore. And what do you think for example

about me, about my ‘Uzbekistan’? [. . .]

[Meiskin]: Yes, as they say, your book really shows that you are . . .

[Tshemni]: A communist?

[Meiskin]: I didn’t say that. I only say they say.70

Because alleged political affiliations did have practical consequences for sur-

vivors’ efforts to leave Germany, defaming one’s enemies as “communists” seems

to have been a weapon in the ideological and personal conflicts that accompanied

the dissolution of the She’erit hapletah in Germany. For example in October 1950
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a Munich-based group of kultur-tuers (cultural activists) sent an anonymous letter

to Yiddish-speaking intellectuals in the United States. Among the charges they

brought against the leading DP authorities was the accusation that the leadership

of the (Zionist) United Workers Party (Mapam) in Munich had informed on some

leading journalists—among them Mendel Mann—who were trying to get immigra-

tion permits for the United States. The Mapam leaders, the anonymous writers

alleged, had denounced the journalists as Communists to the local US authorities.

One of the individuals concerned had had to abandon his immigration plans on

the day of his scheduled departure, and the journalist Mordkhe Libhaber was pub-

licly attacked as a “communist” in front of American military personnel.71 For

Libhaber and other Jewish DPs who had survived in the Soviet Union, defamation

as communists posed a danger to their personal and professional future. This

would change in the following decades, however, as public discourse among

former exiles came to center around a moral reassessment of the Soviet Union.

Cold War Politics: Evolving Stories of Jewish Victimhood in the

Soviet Union

As the former exiles left Europe and began to rebuild their lives overseas, Cold

War tensions were rapidly increasing. Outside the microcosm of the DP camps,

growing geopolitical antagonisms provided them an opportunity to re-evaluate the

Soviet Union’s dichotomous role as both savior and victimizer. Significantly, a criti-

cal view of Soviet policies during the war allowed room for a narrative of Jewish

suffering during the years of exile. In the United States, by the late 1940s the

larger discussion of totalitarian crimes in the Soviet Union had opened a forum for

discussion of Soviet “refugee” survivors’ suffering. Bundist activists who had sur-

vived in the Soviet Union began to comment on the similarity of the Nazi and

Soviet camp systems. In his confidential memorandum, “Jewish Exiles in Soviet

Russia (1939–1943),” Bundist Jerzy G. Gliksman described the fate of the refugees

at the hands of the Soviets in highly negative terms. Writing in the United States,

Gliksman portrayed the Soviets as aggressors and the exiles as victims. Not only

had he suffered through deportation, labor camps, and imprisonment in Soviet

Central Asia, but he had also lost his brother Victor Alter, one of the leaders of the

Polish Bund. The Soviet government had executed Alter for unspecified “crimes”

in December 1941.72 In his 1947 report, Glicksman described the Soviet Union as

an oppressive regime almost equal to that of the Germans.73 One year later, he

published Tell the West, a monograph in which he described his experiences as a

slave laborer in the Soviet Union.74 In his quest to settle a score with the Soviet

regime, he nevertheless expressed his intent not to endanger anyone. He therefore

published the names only of those who were “beyond danger, whether through

death, distance, or safety of family”—all other names were changed.75 In this way

he indicated that he still deemed Soviet power a threat to Jews.
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Elsewhere in the Diaspora, the Central Association of Polish Jews in

Argentina produced a series entitled Dos poylishe yidntum (Polish Jewry) in the

late 1950s and early 1960s. Dedicated to commemorating the life and destruction

of Polish Jewry, the series covered a wide range of wartime experiences, including

Soviet exile. As part of the series, journalist Betsalel Terkel published two volumes

of memoirs. The subtitle of the first, Tsvishn shakaln (Among Jackals [1968]), is

itself telling: by distorting the Yiddish term shive madore gehenem (The Seven

Compartments of Hell) into shive madore “gan-eydn,” he clearly alluded to the

contradictory connotations of the Soviet Union as “paradise” and as “hell.” In his

dedication, Terkel indicates that he intended his book to serve as a “substitute

gravestone” for those who had perished in the Soviet Union: “A gravestone to the

memory of all of you, Brothers and Sisters who perished—refugees who lost their

lives in hunger, suffering, and misery, on the paths of rootless drifting, in the

fearful years of wandering and who were not buried according to Jewish burial

rites. On your unknown graves in the Siberian taiga and tundra, in the forests . . .

and steppes—a nameless stone to your sacred memory.”76 By using the gravestone

motif that had also been a common trope in the memory culture of the DP camps,

Terkel integrated the Soviet experience into the accepted narrative of Polish Jewish

suffering during the Holocaust.

In his introduction to the second volume, published four years later, Terkel

emphasized that by writing about Jewish hardships under the Soviets he did not

intend to compare the policies of the Soviet regime to those of the Nazis. Rather,

he sought to vent his disappointment over the cruel reality that a state that pur-

ported to promote freedom, equality, and solidarity in reality acted in direct con-

tradiction to these principles. By retelling this chapter of history he sought to give

a balanced and objective view of this particular experience. He mentioned, for

instance, that contacts between locals and deportees were sometimes friendly

despite the risk they posed to the locals. He even showed compassion for ordinary

Russians: “We saw their deplorable miserable life, without a way out, without a

hope for better, because life there had been as miserable during the war as it had

been before—may this change for the better as soon as possible. This we honestly

wish with all our heart to these openhearted, hospitable, compassionate, and well-

meaning Russian people, who all believe that they haven’t lived their lives, but

have wasted them.”77 Ultimately, Terkel was convinced that the Soviet chapter

must be remembered as part of the narrative of Polish Jewish suffering, because “a

Jewish person with Jewish consciousness must know of all this.”78

* * *

During the first decades after the Second World War, personal stories of survival

in the Soviet Union reached a diminishing Yiddish-speaking audience, and the

tenor of these works became increasingly critical of the Soviet Union. In the
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introduction to his autobiographical account of five years in Soviet exile, Polish

Jewish journalist Ovadye Feld, who had left the DP camps for Israel in 1951,

stated that “the Soviet regime uses every occasion to pride itself that, thanks to the

Red Army, millions of Jews in Europe had survived the horrific Nazi period.”

However, he also asked his readers to consider that under “a different regime—

one that respected human beings and human life, the number of victims would

have been much smaller.” He pointed out that the Soviet regime murdered

millions of its own citizens and that the deportation of thousands of Polish Jewish

refugees was but one among countless crimes committed by the Stalinist regime.

Feld argued that the Soviet regime did not deport Polish Jews with the intent of

saving them; that they were saved was a historical accident.79

At the same time, some voices in Israel demanded meticulous historical

research on Jewish exile in the Soviet Union. In 1958, the historian Meir Korzen

urged the readers of the historical periodical of the central Israeli Holocaust mem-

orial and research institute in Jerusalem, Yad Vashem, to undertake thorough

research on the fate of Polish Jews in the Soviet Union. Korzen, who presented an

elaborate research program for the collection of documentary materials on Jewish

refugees in the USSR, voiced his concern regarding the neglect of this chapter of

history. He stated: “The life of horror, the dramatic struggle for survival and the

premature, bitter end the Jews eventually suffered under the Nazi regime has over-

shadowed the fate of the Jewish refugees in the Soviet Union, which has conse-

quently been relegated to secondary importance in the mind of the Jewish scholar.”

Korzen insisted that the collection of evidence from Jewish refugees in the Soviet

Union was of utmost importance for the study of the Jewish past, not only because

large portions of the surviving remnant of Polish Jewry had shared this experience,

but also “because its study reflects particular experiences that have an impact on

the present generation and are likely to impress future generations, no less in their

way, than do the experiences and consequences of the Nazi regime.”80

Another example of the radical shift in perceptions of the Soviet Union can

be found in the autobiography of Dovid Sfard, who occupied a prominent position

in Jewish cultural life in postwar Poland. Like many Polish Jews who remained in

Poland after the war, Sfard left for Israel in 1969 in response to a state-sponsored

anti-Jewish campaign that began the year before.81 In his autobiography, Mit zikh

un mit andere (Alone and Together), written in 1976 and published posthumously

in Israel in 1984, he critically re-examined his relationship to the Soviet Union.82

Although as a writer and active Communist Sfard had been spared hunger and the

labor camp during his years in exile, he nonetheless developed an extremely critical

attitude toward the regime and its cultural politics.

In 1945 Sfard had praised Socialist Realism for enhancing artistic creativity.

Yet, thirty years later he claimed that the normative character of this movement

had muted many artistic voices. In retrospect, he asserted that direct contact with
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the Soviet Union during his years of exile had caused his disenchantment with

communist ideology. He recalled that he had been appalled by Soviet citizens’

internalization of dogmatic beliefs, and observed that it led to “child-like” behavior.

Years later Sfard still wondered “whether they behaved this way out of fear or

whether they indeed had been infantilized by fear and the prohibition against

independent thinking.”83 Moreover, he rejected the distorted correspondence

between artistic representation and historical reality: “Soviet literature, theater, and

film provided models for hyper-humane nobility, but by contrast Soviet life pro-

vided models for hyper-inhumane cruelty.”84 According to Sfard, this very cruelty

was the reason why the Soviet authorities had initially opposed the repatriation of

Jews to Poland. The regime feared that the repatriated Jews would move farther

west and disclose information on human suffering in Soviet labor camps in Siberia.

With irony, he added that “humanitarian” concerns had also prevented the Soviets

from letting Jews return to antisemitic Poland.85 Thus, changes in the overall politi-

cal context, and his experiences in the postwar years, had led Sfard to revise his

views drastically.

Conclusion

The ways in which survivors commemorated Soviet exile depended on the immedi-

ate political contexts in which they found themselves after the war, as well as on

their personal ideological convictions. In many cases, survivors made pragmatic

decisions based on their desire to find some kind of normalcy after what they had

endured and to integrate into their new communities. These decisions led them

either to emphasize or to downplay their attitudes towards the Soviet Union. In lib-

erated Poland, which in the years 1944–1947 increasingly became aligned with

Moscow, those who addressed publicly their survival in the Soviet Union were gen-

erally those Jewish intellectuals who had not been victimized and who thus had a

positive story to tell.

Although the majority of Jewish DPs who passed through occupied Germany

were Polish Jews who had survived in Soviet exile, this distinctive wartime experi-

ence did not play a central role in the public memory of the Jewish DPs. The hor-

rific Holocaust experiences of “direct survivors” outweighed and muffled the

experiences of Soviet exiles. For both “direct survivors” and “refugees,” early

Holocaust commemoration centered on loss and destruction rather than on survi-

val. However, when they did recall the conditions of survival, Soviet exile appeared

as a “paradise”—gan eydn—in comparison to survival under German occupation.

In addition, structural and political conditions in the DP camps and the ideological

positions of the survivors, along with the direct impact of the particular political

context, prevented the story of Soviet exile from playing a more conspicuous role

in the discourse on the recent past. Those few Soviet exiles who addressed their

experiences usually pursued a political agenda.
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Beyond the scope of the DP camps, in the context of Cold War politics,

former exiles who had settled outside Poland developed new positions in light of

their experiences. Those whose survival in the Soviet Union was accompanied by

suffering and ideological disillusionment soon developed critical attitudes toward

the regime that had betrayed those it promised to protect. Others, who survived in

a privileged position and remained committed Communists for some time after the

war, revised their views only in the following decades. Dovid Sfard is a case in

point: a committed Communist in the interwar period, he sought to rebuild the

New Poland after the war. Not only had he survived thanks to the Soviet regime,

but he saw the Soviets as allies in rebuilding Polish society. His departure from

Poland and his final disillusionment with Communism led him to revise his pre-

vious views. He began to claim that even during the war he had sensed that the

Soviet “paradise” had in fact been an illusion.

With the end of the Cold War, the need for justification, political positioning,

and settling scores with the Soviet Union became obsolete. The collapse of the

Eastern Bloc opened borders and archives and, as exemplified by the journey of

Asher and Shyfra Scharf covered in Grünberg and Podgursky’s documentary, it

rendered the topography of Soviet exile physically accessible. Research institutions

began to show interest in interviewing Polish Jewish survivors of exile. Dozens of

memoirs and autobiographies by former exiles, most of them written in English or

Hebrew, have been published since 1989 in Israel, the United States, Australia,

Germany, and the United Kingdom.86 The motivation to write these memoirs gen-

erally was not political; rather, the authors sought to leave personal testimonies for

the second and third generations. Matthew Tovian, for example, wrote his (unpub-

lished) memoirs at his home in West Hartford, Connecticut, in December 1993.

Although Tovian, who escaped occupied Poland in 1941, had had to endure forced

labor and hunger in Soviet Central Asia, his conclusion is rather laconic: “Looking

back, I have no bad feelings about the Soviets. They provided a place for us to go.

They let us into their country, unlike what happened in some other countries. It

was no picnic, but I survived.”87
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